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HIGHLIGHTS OF THE QUARTER

- Three students participated in Inter College Competition at Guru Nanak College of Education, Punjabi Bagh and they also got positions in various competitions such as Painting Competition, Solo Singing Competition and Best Out of Waste Competition.

Facing the Interview Panel

Just as every time when you see yourself in the mirror you observe something new and different, same way every interview panel turned up to be a new exposure familiarizing me with some new side of mine. Something that I never thought I could do but yes! I failed beautifully!!!

It was a mixed feeling every time, at times it was like come on stop exploiting what I do not know, Why can’t you just have a minute look at What I can do and What I am good at ????

But yes definitely every ignorance that I faced made me even stronger - If I say this it will not be a truth, because you do feel bad and you must feel bad if u are normal.

And fortunately I am !!!

But definitely we cannot have something with just the cons, there has to be pros as well, and same is the case here. I had few experiences where I felt very motivated, where the listener was interested in what I wanted to say. I belong to Physics fraternity that has unbound scope, so every time I encountered any panel I could know the unexpected and wide possibilities that lie in my subject and was not in my focal vicinity.

Over all, the most difficult task is to introduce yourself. I mean every time I used to realize, god am I what I am telling them, how can I just tell them what and who I am in few words. I myself encounter new about myself every other day. But it was amazing to feel, (be it illusion!!!) ah!!! they are so keen to know about who I am. But as we know beggars can’t be choosers, so at the end it was about to take the maximum out of every experience and turn up with a bang next time, u never know when its your turn.........

Kiranjot Kaur

Conversation between Calvin and his Teacher:

| YOU HAVE A QUESTION, CALVIN? | YES! WHAT ASSURANCE DO I HAVE THAT THIS EDUCATION IS ADEQUATELY PREPARING ME FOR THE 21ST CENTURY? |
| AM I GETTING THE SKILLS I'LL NEED TO EFFECTIVELY COMPETE IN A TOUGH, GLOBAL ECONOMY? I WANT A HIGH PAYING JOB WHEN I GET OUT OF HERE! I WANT OPPORTUNITY! | IN THAT CASE, YOUNG MAN, I SUGGEST YOU START WORKING HARDER. WHAT YOU GET OUT OF SCHOOL DEPENDS ON WHAT YOU PUT INTO IT. |
| THEN FORGET IT. | OH. |
Describe Me...

**SUPW**
- Fun
- Creative
- Troublesome
- Learning

**Military Training Camp**
- Best Experience
- Adventurous
- Awesome
- Once More!
- Memorable

**Extra work**
- Tedious Job
- Tension
- Always late

**OMG!**
- Interesting
- Fun
- Lively
- Best

**Assembly**
- Relaxing
- Soothing
- Not needed
- Sleeping

**Co-Curricular Activities**
- Polite
- Soft Spoken
- Melodious
- Very sweet
- Helpful

**Classroom**
- Good
- Everything
- Perfect
- Cool
- Giant

**Classmates**
- Friendly
- Superb
- Encouraging
- Survival Reason
- Supportive

**Visits**
- Interesting
- Forceful
- Compulsory
- Fun
- Learning

**Sukhjeet Ma'am**
- Every Mom
- Value Education
- Patient
- Nice
- Sweet

**Sanjna Ma'am**
- Witty
- Multi-Tasking
- Task manager
- Attendance
- Workshops

**Sadhu Ma'am**
- Sensible
- Innovative
- Encouraging
- Approachable
- Well organized

**Pratimma Ma'am**
- Intelligent
- Beauty with Brains
- Active
- Understanding
- Encouraging

**Deepti Ma'am**
- Strict
- Smart
- Encouraging
- Lovable
- Singer

**Boys in the Class**
- Cool
- Superb
- Body guards
- Gentlemen
- Helpful

**Principal Ma'am**
- Meditation
A Planet without Gravity

Sir Isaac Newton will have a tough time finding a job in this planet as there is nothing to fall on him because it all started with that incident. It's because of this gravity that books are flooded with scientific concepts and numerical based on gravity. One aspect is that there will be no laws, no principles, no theories, and no numerical and the best part, the most happiest species on this planet will be the students as there will be no scientists and scientific laws to screw up their life with unending theories, principles, and laws based on gravity. The other way round, gravity is the key factor to all the evolutionary concept whether life on earth or formation of heavenly bodies.

Krishna Das

A Day without B.Ed

A day without B.Ed is apparently very boring. Waking up late in the morning, no morning assembly and the worst part not having Principal Ma’am standing with a big-big smile in front of us with her spiritual and thoughtful stories.

A day without B.Ed is pathetic. Friends sitting together, smiling, hugging and giggling will not happen.

A day without B.Ed is like not being able to hangout with friends at the J-block market and sleeping with our eyes open in the class.

A day without B.Ed is all about sitting with the laptop, surfing on net, watching something on the television with Mom basically her daily soaps.

A day without B.Ed is like not getting tired by the end of the day.

A day without B.Ed is like missing up on presentations co-curricular activities. It is all about lazing up.

I will surely miss the B.Ed days spent at Amity Institute of Education!!

Manvika

For some of us, it will be the happiest day ever, where-in we can be all by ourselves without a leave application stating various real or fake reasons!

So, why would it be a relief?

None of us will have to conduct Morning Assembly, prepare for the same and allot duties, we won’t have to prepare OHP’s and PowerPoint presentations, decorate bulletin boards, make rangolis, folk dance practices and the list goes on and on.......... 

Alright, now let’s think of what all we will miss out on that particular day:

Ranjana ma’am’s spiritual talks and acquainting us with the significance of various festivals.

Sanjana ma’am and Sadhna ma’am pulling our leg whenever they get a chance.

Sukhjeet ma’am and Pratimam ma’am’s calm and sweet behaviour

And of course Deepti mam’s amazing classes!!

A day without B.Ed. will obviously be fun filled but may be a little less fruitful!

Tanya Nanavaty